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Davis, Carruth, Mrs. Ung
Begin Performance at 8:15
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India Mmm
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Provides

Fred and Jo Cunningham, former representatives to
Christian College, Allahabad, India, will speak at the
dinner at 6 p.m. Sunday at the First

Dr. and Mrs. P. T. Raju will
supervise the preparation of their
native food for the dinner, an
task for the Gillespie
Professor of Eastern Studies and
his wife.

ate

ap-propri-

Indian Cooks
Also using her knowledge of

In-

dian food in the kitchen will be
resiJunior Sally Irvin, a six-yedent of India, along with Senior
Beth Armiger.
ar

Although Indians eat with their
lingers, utensils will be provided
for those who desire them, according to Martha Jenkins, chairman
of the dinner committee. Food will
student
be served by sari-cla- d
waitresses.
Exhibit Slides
The Cunninghams, '59 graduates
of Wooster, will explain their
work during their two years in
India which included teaching
classes in English, comparative
religions and Bible, advising the
Ewing counterpart of the Wooster-in-Indi- a
club, counseling and acting as head residents in a dormitory. They will illustrate their talk
with slides.

Started in 1932
The Wooster-in-Indi- a
program
1932
by the late
was founded in
Dr, Elias Compton, former dean
of the College, in the hope of increasing student participation in
missionary work and making it
more personal for them. In recent years it has achieved significance as a "vehicle for understanding between Indian and American
students," according to chairman
John Lathrop.
Tickets for the dinner are on
sale for $1.00 in dormitories, sechouses and the
tions,
bookstore and also will be available at the door. Faculty members
can obtain them from Dr. Robert
Boling and Dr. James Norton.
off-camp-

us

Board Of Trustees
Gives Galpin Okay

Dancing will include French,

German, Spanish and American varieties. Students are
urged to wear costumes from
their native lands.

Ew-in- g

annual Wooster-in-Indi- a
Presbyterian Church.

I.R.C. DANCE
International Relations Club
will sponsor a folk dance tomorrow night at 8:30 in the
gym.

The Board of Trustees has
authorized the administration to
make the final decision on the
question of smoking in women's
dormitory rooms.
The decision represents tacit
approval since the administration
had already indicated it would
approve the request if the Board
consented.
In other action, the Board voted
that "at the first appropriate opportunity," a new building be
named for the late Dr. C. F.
Wishart, President of the College
from 1919-194The Board also authorized Mr.
John Schooley of the Columbus
architectural firm of Cornelius,
Sims and Schooley to make preliminary studies and work drawings for two new men's dormitories.
Mr. Schooley, who designed
Wagner Hall and worked on the
renovation of Severance Chemistry
Building, will study the possibility
of housing three sections in each
of these dormitories.
Plans also call for eventual construction of a third dormitory
housing two sections which will
face Andrews Hall.
The Board postponed other action, including any preliminary
planning for a new Student Union,
until Nov. 17.
4.
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Sherman Adams, former
Tuesday, Oct. 30, Sherman Ad chosen by President Eisenhower to
governor of New Hampshire ams and Earl Latham, "Leadership fill the post of assistant to the
an Age of Crisis: The Presi- President.
and assistant t o President indent;"
Eisenhower, is one of three
He is the author of First Hand

Thursday, Nov. 8, Sherman Adnationally known speakers to be
ams
and Ralph Huitt, "Leadership
featured during Wooster's unique
three-weeDialogues in Politics in a Crisis: Congress."
program, beginning Monday.
Regular Chapel programs will
Dr. Earl Latham, chairman of feature Mr. Adams next Thursday;
the department of political science Dr. Latham, Oct. 30; and Dr.
at Amherst College, and Dr. Ralph Huitt, Nov. 8.
K. Huitt, professor of political
"Query" sessions will be held
the
spoofing
Little Mary Sunshine, a musical comedy
science at the University of Wis- from 4 to 5:15 p.m. in lower Andrews on Wednesdays and Fridays
operettas of the early 20th century, is the Little Theatre's consin, will also participate.
during the three-wee- k
periods.
Mr. Adams will be on campus
contribution to the Parents' Day festivities.
during the entire period from this These will be informal discussion
Directed by Allen N. Kepke, the play will be presented Monday to Nov. 9; Dr. Latham, sessions.
from Oct. 30 to Nov. 2; and Dr.
Oct. 31 through Nov. 3.
The course in Political Parties is
Nov.
Huitt,
8
and
9.
held in the Lecture Room of
Betsy Morrow, as Little Mary,
and John Weckesser, as Big Jim,
play the romantic leads.
Kathy Markwell, playing Little
and Brian
Mary's soubrette-maid- ,
O'Riordan of the forest rangers
also have their romantic ups and
downs as the comic leads.
Other members of the cast are
Douglas Keen, Constance Bartlett,
The Lister Spanish Seminar
Steve Moran, Karl Gross and Rus-se- l Room is now available for use as
Badger.
a seminar and upperclass activities
room to students of Spanish and
the other modern foreign lanASBURY INSTALLATION
guages.
Installation services for
Located on the ground floor of
Rev. Beverly Asbury will be
Andrews Library, the room is
the
at 4 p.m. Sunday in Westminin honor of John Thomas Lister,
ster Church.
Professor of Spanish at the ColDr. Harry Taylor, minister
from 1919 to 1940, when he
at the Church of the Covenant lege
retired.
in Cleveland, will give the inProfessor Ruth Richardson of
stallation sermon.
Dr. Latham
Gov. Adams
Adelphi College, but formerly of
the College of Wooster and of the
Andrews Library and will be open
Members of the chorus, actually Spanish Department, is the donor.
The men will participate in
to auditors.
the Young Ladies from Eastchester
regular sessions of the Political
Spanish students are already Parties
Finishing School and the remaincourse, present public lecDr. Gordon Shull, director of
the room for a series of
using
Mel
ing Forest Rangers, are
tures, take part in informal dis- the College Institute of Politics,
which
Sandy Argilan, Jim Brown, afternoon open seminars
cussion groups and act as con- pointed out: "It is our hope that
held twice a month.
being
are
Harris,
Kay
Coughlen,
Dallas
sultants for independent study pro- this confrontation of minds will
These seminars are entitled jects in American politics.
Walter Hopkins, Joan Isaly, Barthrow new light on the problems
bara Marsh, Elden Schneider, Carl "Seminario Mundo Hispanico."
and processes of American politics
Dialogues in Politics includes
Sigma Delta Pi, the honorary
Schulz, Bill Skelton and Cynthia
treating such subjects as the part
Spanish society, is also making use the following free public lectures in state level politics and the reSmith.
to be held in Memorial Chapel
lationships of the President to ConPiano music will be provided by of this room.
at 8:15 p.m.:
French
the
is
gress, the party, the administraThe
Weiss,
to
room
Weber
and
Judy
open
Rachel
Thursday, Oct. 25, Sherman tion, the public."
musical director is Brooke Cres- and German departments for upwell, and assistant director is perclass seminars and other related Adams: "The Eisenhower Years:
Sponsored by the department of
activities.
an Interpretation;"
Patricia Motter.
political science, the program is
supported by a gTant of $6,300
from the Maurice and Laura Falk
Foundation of Pittsburgh.

little Mary'
Operettas

k

Comedy Spoofs

Off By

Gone Days

Spanish Room
Opens Doors
For Classes

Report: The Story of the Eisenhower Years, published last year,
which deals in part with his own
service in Washington.
Dr. Latham is director of two
political science centers in New
England and was formerly president of the American Political
Science Association. He is a member of President Kennedy's executive council of the Administrative
Conference of the United States
and is the author of several books.
Dr. Huitt accompanied Lyndon
Johnson as a speech writer on his
campaign tour for the vice presi- -
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An-ken-
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Senate Treasurer Skip Baker will submit for
approval a record $12,500 budget for 1962-6at the Senate meeting Monday night.
3

On Dorm Smoking

Number 5

Paul Bergstresser and Connie Bartlett will
also give reports on the work of the Constitutional Convention committee and the Chapel
committee respectively.
As an indication of how rising expenses have

hit everyone, Baker noted in surveying past
Senate budgets that in 1941, the Senate realized
a profit of $186.
Income for the year was $403 and expenses
were $217.

EXPENDITURES

Academic Board
Cheerleaders
Galpin Debt Retirement
international Student Comm.
Stabilization Fund
General Equipment
Migration Day
Orientation
Christmas Tree
Publications:

Treasurer

Public Relations

6500
600
400
450

$ 150

250
2050
.

Square Dance
Movies

800
2100
425

3325

480
240
240
120

.

Secretary

.

Senate Reception (Formal)
Homecoming
Homecoming Queen
Color Day

Parents' Day

1080
50

2050
2000
20
500
$12500

300
225
325
125
600
200
200
2400

60

Great Lakes Conference ............
Counter Challenge
Constitutional Convention
Color Day Equip. Replace.
Sinking Fund
Total Expenditures

.

10
30
200
275
60

4710

Mr. Adams, selected for his wide
experience in both state and na
tional politics, entered the political
field in 1941. He served two terms
in the New Hampshire House of
Representatives, was elected to
Congress, became Governor of
New Hampshire and in 1953 was

Shots Arm Takers
Against Flu Dugs

dency in 1960. Prior to that he
had studied operations of the Con
gress in Sen. Johnson s office as a
Faculty Fellow of the Ford Foun- dation's Fund for the Advancement
of Education and served as legislative assistant to Wisconsin Senator William B. Proxmire.

Voice Notes
T. U. B. Art

Paintings now on display in the
T.U.B. are the work of recent
Wooster alumni.
The works are "Path of Life"
and "Water Side," by Yuko Mat- suoka, '62; "Still Life" by Mrs.
Byron Leasure (bally Galbreath)
'61; "Lake Shore" by Julie Jera- bek, '58; and 'The Bridge" by
Mrs. John B. Faunderson (Jane
Eleanor Moore), '59.
Thistle Deadline
Thistle Editor Matt Erdelyi has
set Nov. 12 as the deadline for
submitting copy for the December
issue of I rustle.

Government Exams

Common on the campus presently are two kinds of virus in-

The 1962-6Federal Service Entrance Examinations will be discussed at 4 p.m. next Tuesday in
Kauke 104.
3

fections, gastro enteritis or "intestinal flu" and respiratory influenza.

Conference Subsidies
Secretary's Budget and
Galpin Deduction
All College Social:

.

i

Total Income

.

Christmas Formal
Big Name & Winter Carnival
Square Dance ..
Picnic
Tnformals
Ice Cream Social
Movies .'.
Publicity for Above

.....1650

Big Name and Winter Carnival

200
250
700
375
25

:

Vice President

30

,

35

..

1080

1962-6- 3

Ads.

.

Salaries:

three.
Baker's proposed budget is:

100

50
450

3325
President

Activity Fees
Color Day
General Equipment
Migration Day
Orientation
Publications:
Freshman Directory:
Public Relations
Student Directory:

$

Frosh Directory
Student Directory
Scots' Key

The meeting will be open to all students and
begin at 7:15 in the Senate office, stadium unit

INCOME

1962-6- 3

Dr. Huitt

The examinations determine the
"Intestinal flu" is characterized
eligibility
of applicants to Federal
by "active abdominal discomfiService
career positions.
ture." Influenza injections will not
prevent this type of virus.
Game Broadcast
However, this multiple influenza
A reminder to all Scot football
injection is effective in the pre- fans who can't make the trip to
vention of respiratory influenza Akron: Radio Wooster (WWST)
and Asian flu.
carries all home and away games

during the season. Sportscasters
Resembling a common cold, resHoward King and Mel Riebe
piratory influenza includes aching,
bring you the action story at 1 :55
a fever, and a sore throat.
p.m., 960 on your radio dial.
Startz-maAccording to Dr. Viola
German Film
students requesting flu shots
should obtain two shots in three to
"Aufruhr im Schlaraffenland,"
four week intervals. For those who a German film, will be shown in
received the required number of the Lecture Room of the Andrews
shots last year only one booster is Library tonight at 7:15 p.m. and
9:15 p.m.
necessary.
n,

4710
100

500
50

200
50

$12500

A slight reaction may be exThis comedy, the first German
pected. Soreness on the site of the film of the semester, is sponsored
injection and a low fever lasts by the German department and
from 12 to 24 hours.
will be open to the public
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On its Tuesday editorial page this week, the New York
LOVE OF LIFE
known
Times praised a program adopted by Pomona College
To the Editor:
as The Claremont Colleges, a group of five cooperating inA week ago last Sunday and

In the rimes' own inimitable words:
As higher educa"The value of the idea is
tion turns into mass education, preservation of some of the
advantages of small size in the face of heavy pressures on enrollment becomes a vital aspects of the battle to maintain
quality.
self-eviden-

t.

"The search for ways to retain personal identification
within growing institutions is not new . . . For a number of
years now, independent institutions in geographic proximity
have been sharing faculty members and even entire departments and permitting students to attend classes at each others'
campuses . . . Middle Western colleges have pioneered in
this effort

...

"These developments give hope that American higher
education will be able to adapt to its inevitable gigantic ex- rvnnpiAn
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for preservation of individuality within bigness, the achievement of Pomona College has set an important example."

This is one of the best definitions of and justifications
for the Great Lakes College Association, of which Wooster is
a member, that we have yet heard.

During the next three weeks, the Wooster community
will have a unique opportunity to expand its horizons beyond
the
borders of Beall and Bever streets.
all-too-restricti-

ve

The means of this expansion will be the "Dialogues in
Politics" series which will bring Sherman Adams, Earl
Latham and Ralph Huitt to the campus for a series of lectures,
informal discussions and debates.
Sherman Adams was for six years one of the most powerful men in the United States government. As President Eisenhower's virtual alter ego, Governor Adams is more qualified
than any other man to describe the "whys" of the Eisenhower
administration.
Though not as
as Governor Adams, Mr. Huitt
and Mr. Latham are both expert political scientists who should
add immeasurably to the value of the "Dialogues."
well-know-

n

the "Dialogues" program gives
With
one hope that Wooster may yet become concerned about something more than identification cards, compulsory class attendance and freshman run-ouCounter-Challeng-

e,

t.

tinted, 9i dead
Approximately 50 copies of the Sunday New York Times
were sold in dining halls last Sunday, according to Les Rodriguez, campus representative -- for the Wayne County Book
Store. This very encouraging response to a very commendable
effort is to be cheered.

Monday between the hours of 11
p.m. and 1 a.m. occurred a spirited
affirmation of what might be
called Youth or (to coin a soap
opera) Love of Life. Although
what happened may not have been
directed towards "the glory of
God," it was certainly not meant
to detract from it. Without the
spontaneity of such harmless
revels, life here could become exceedingly dull and boring.
In any case, I don't think any
comparison can be drawn between
the problems Wooster faces and
those encountered by the Corinthian Christians i.e., those of
licentious, dissolute living, wholesale prostitution, etc.
Now if every Christian's life
should be totally dedicated "to the
glory of God," this life should
not be devoid of all activities "of the world;" for whatever
else it might mean, a life dedicated
solely to "His glory" is not meant
to be dull and boring.
Even Christ knew there was a
time for pleasure as well as for
prayer, a time for rejoicing as
well as for reverence. Why else
would His first miracle have been
that of changing water into wine
at a wedding feast?
The book of Ecclesiastes, written
in the shadow of despair and
ascribed to the wisest of kings,
King Solomon, states: "For everything there is a season, and a time
for every matter under Heaven:
. . . a time to weep, and a time to
laugh; a time to mourn, and a
time to dance;
Some of
Wooster's more serious Christians
might do well to take a lesson from
these words.
Yes, for quite a few students it
was fun, and this answer satisfies
me completely.
Sincerely,
Barbara Croyle

rate).

Published weekly by the students of the College of Wooster during the
school year. Opinions expressed in editorials and features are those of the
students and should not be construed as representing administration policy.
Member of the Associated Collegiate Press, Intercollegiate Press and the
Ohio College Newspaper Association. Entered as second class matter in the
Post Office, Wooster, Ohio.

PHILIP BROWN,
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FRANCES HOPKINS, Managing Editor
ANNE GRIGSBY, News Editor
JANICE TERRY, First Page Editor
JANET FREEMAN,
Second Page Editor
JIM McGAVRAN, Feature Editor
EMILY UMBARGER,
Proofreading Editor

DAVE HAMILTON, Sports Editor

JOHN ATEN, Business Manager
TERRY REDDJCK,
Advertising Manager
LIBBY CRABTREE,
Circulation Editor
JON HARPER, Photographer
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Wooster's Second Rock
valley" jazz made it appear to
me that the entire inscription was
fictitious, so I decided to see
whether the memorial exists.
found the rock, plaque and
all, in front of Galpin Hall to the
right of the steps, hidden behind
L

a bush.
I

..."
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Mfieion
by Jim Pope

A Fraud?

.They are not concerned with
liberty or freedom these they
have. They want peace. The Hun
garians should stop those bloody
revolts and strive for World peace.
The Tibetans should submit to the
Red Chinese in the interest of international brotherhood.
Harry has spoken many times

Assistant Editors: ANNE SCOTT, MIKE STOTT, ALEX KEITH, JUDY BLACK
for unilateral disarmament as a
Staff: Jim Alexander, Dave Allen. Barb Austin. Bobbie Bentz. Barbara Rovcr. first step toward a peaceful world.
Barbara Brondyke, Catherine Browder, Mamie Bryan, Dunge Cicconetti,
Betsy Clark, Jean Combellack, Elizabeth Crowell, Ted Dyer, Tom Dyke, If we lay down our weapons on
Ron Eggleston, Claudia Gask, Nancy Green, Carolyn Hay, Betty Heilman, our own and extend our hand in
Sandi Hill, Kay Hori, Sarah Huddleston, Lynn Jaffrey, Janet Jones, friendship, Khrushchev will return
Virginia Keim, Alex Keith, Marcella Kerr, Paul McKnight, Mary Martin, the gesture, and lay down his
Helen Marvill, Paul Menzel, Carol Mersler. Ken Morris. Diana Moseson.
Alice Olson, Jim Pope, Mary Prittie, Kathy Ranck, Geri Rahrer, Joyce weapons, and embrace us as bro
in the interest of peace
neiDe, nosanna runenart, Margaret Sampson, Bill Shear, Tom Stewart, thers
vr
i
Jim loedtman, Martha Webb, Linda Zaleski.
Khrushchev has no designs on

it

it

other countries; the iron curtain
does not exist, we just think it
does; communism is not an internationalist philosophy; Cuba is no
threat to the United States they
are our brothers.
Willard has mentioned the possibility of destroying our nuclear
bombs. This would eliminate the
dreaded Strontium-9and the raging fire storms. It would make the
world safe for our children; not
necessarily free, but safe.
Willard and Harry went on a
peace walk to Moscow. They appealed to Mr. Khrushchev to realize the benefits of peace and ease
world tensions in Laos? in Vietnam? in Cuba? They were also
seen on Route 66 in Illinois riding
in a station wagon.
Willard and Harry would rather
be Red than dead. Life is always
better than death no matter how
the life is treated. Live for peace,
they say, do not die for freedom.
But they did not speak loudly
enough, for the sixty East Germans lying dead by the Berlin wall
did not hear them
0

Dave Brand
Kent Bull

been scheduled to speak and con-

John Oldfield

duct question-and-answe- r
periods
in lectures, classes, and informal
gatherings on campus.
Dr. Whitcomb and his collaborator, Dr. Henry M. Morris, a scien-teis- t,
are men of no mean intellucu-a- l
and scholastic stature. Yet, because of the prevailing desire for
academic "acceptability" and "respectability" at Wooster, the fact
that Dr. Whitcomb is conservative
and orthodox in his theological
orientation will immediately tend
to dismiss any real consideration
of his message by most students
and faculty members.
The three of us are senior religion majors. Our lives, before
and since we came to Wooster,
have been profoundly influenced
by the tenets and implications of
Biblical Christianity. At the center
of our lives and thinking is the
person of Jesus Christ, to whom we
have given our allegiance. Our relationship with this Person is
grounded solely upon the knowledge we have of Him in the Holy
Scriptures. We have found abundant reason both objective and
subjective to base our lives on
the absolute trustworthiness of
these Scriptures and on the faithfulness of Jesus Christ.
We make this statement against
a background of more than adequate exposure to conflicting positions, most of which exposure has
taken place right here on the
Wooster campus and in our major
field. We believe, personally, that
that Christianity which views the
Bible as the inerrant Word of God
and accepts its contents as the only
true authority in matters of faith
and practice is the only authentic
and vital Christianity there is.
At Wooster such a viewpoint is
generally ignored, devaluated, or

Willard Bisnett and his roommate Harry Ferment have
returned to Wooster. Willard and Harry are pacifists who
were introduced to Wooster two years ago in the column "the
rolling stone."
Willard and Harry are easy to
identify; they each wear a little
black button with a white chicken
track on it. Their leaders wear
white buttons with black chicken
tracks.
Willard and Harry are tired of
war. They shudder at the thought
of the cost of war both in terms
of lives and money. They fear a
nuclear holocaust. They want

H(sM

ridiculed. However, our concern
is not for ourselves, but for those
who reject Biblical Christianity
out of virtual ignorance of the evidence for its acceptance and for
those who are misled by the fact
that the historic Christian position
gets practically no honest airing
anywhere in the academic life of
the campus.
There are many here who are
searching for truth and for meaning and reality in their lives. Yet,
in this atmosphere of intellectual,
social, and cultural conformity,
any widespread opportunity for
genuine consideration of real
Christianity is sadly lacking.
The lectures and discussions of
Dr. Whitcomb will offer a real
challenge to those who are willing
to think carefully concerning the
important issues with which he
will deal. He and we will be
genuinely interested and appreciative of opportunities to talk with
anyone personally or on a group
basis about the Scriptures, Jesus
Christ, and the possibility of a
personal relationship with Him.
Will you accept this invitation?
Sincerely,

-

climbed upon the rock to
simulate being on horseback to
see whether one can gaze "upon
the wide valley." I couldn't see
the valley for the foliage. Since it
is now October, and Mr. Reed
gazed during "a late September
afternoon," my conclusion is that
the event never occurred.
Should we allow this fraud to
be perpetrated. We must realize
"
that high school students can also
the hypocrisy in such "mesee
WOOSTER'S SECOND ROCK?
morials."
To the Editor:
Let's get rid of this rock (or
Sometime this past week I came
across "The College of Wooster perhaps place it in some position
Bulletin Viewbook." It is a well-don- e of honor). The present situation
job of advertising to the pros- cannot be justified..
An Interested Student
pective students, but I find one
glaring inconsistency. On the inside back cover is a photograph of
CHRISTIAN CONCERN
a rock bearing the following inTo the Editor:
scription:
This weekend today through
"In memory of James Armstrong
College of Wooster stu1830-189Monday
Reed
Riding across
this hilltop a late September after- dents and faculty members have
noon in 1865 he halted and gazed an unusual opportunity to verify
and
upon the wide valley and the their alleged
slopes beyond, then dismounted, expand their intellectual horizons.
knelt down, prayed that here
As indicated in an article elseshould stand a college dedicated where in the Voice, Dr. John C.
to the Glory of God and to humane Whitcomb, Jr., Professor of Old
learning."
Testament from Grace Theological
This "gazing upon the wide Seminary, Winona Lake, Ind., has

peace.
Editor-in-Chi-

v

cer-tainl- y

Copies of the Cleveland Plain Dealer (which at least has
the New York Times service) and the Times will again be on
sale this Sunday; the Times will also be sold on a daily basis;
other Sunday papers such as the Akron Beacon-Journa- l
and
the Pittsburgh Press may also be sold if the demand is great
enough.
As students become more familiar with the opportunity
to buy these papers and as they become more aware of the
vital need to keep abreast of developments in today's world,
sales should go even higher (maybe even high enough that
the Wayne County Book Store could prove it is really interested in higher education by considering a special student

.1

.

stitutions.
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Just Published
From the constant influx of new
books into the library, the following selections deserve particular
attention.
Lovers of Robert Frost will enjoya the Clearing, a book of new
poems by the
author
containing long, short, serious and
humorous verses restating his belief in nature, love and the American heritage.
John Steinbeck's journey
through 40 states with a French
poodle as a companion on a rediscovery of the U. S. theme constitutes the substance of Travels
with Charley in Search of America. Mr. Steinbeck's
critical insight of his native America is interesting and impressive.
For students of drama there is
O'Neill and His Plays, ed. by
Uscar Largill, N. Brylhon Fagin
and William J. Fisher, a collection
of essays and reviews.
well-know- n

love-tempere-

--
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Chapel Calendar
Monday, Oct. 22
Fred Cunningham of the Class
of '59 on "Wooster-in-India.- "

Tuesday, Oct. 23
The Reverend John Bruere,

Pas-

tor of the Calvary Presbyterian
Church in Cleveland.

Thursday, Oct. 25
Sherman Adams.
Friday, Oct. 26
Sadie Hawkins Day.

FRIDAY

SATURDAY

Charlton Heston in
"PIGEON THAT TOOK ROME"
'

!

SUNDAY

1
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MONDAY

SIDNEY POITIER

?

TUESDAY

1 BOBBY

DARin
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Continuous from 2 p.m.
Student Price Matinee .50, Evening .75
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HUP

by Mike Stott

Fifth Edges Seventh,

with
JIM TOEDTMAN

To
As most Wooster sports followers are aware, I am handling
the College athletic publicity. This involves weekly releases to Ohio

24-1- 8,

Break Streak At 38

For the first time this year Tuesday a college bus
athletes tooted its horn to announce the return of a
team.
In a blazing display of offensive power the Scot soccer- men crushed the Mt. Union rurple

Powerful Fifth section virtually clinched the Kenarden Raiders
newspapers and radio stations before and after each game as well League crown when they edged a strong Seventh team in the
Early in the first quarter center
speculation as to how the hometown team should fare Stadium 24-1as
forward
Even with five games remaining, it armears
Menahem Less drove a
-t
ri
during the upcoming season.
that only a make-ugame with Sixth stands between Fifth hard goal by the Mt. Union goalie
pre-seaso-

5--

n

2.

8.

p

There are three things which every athletic publicist especially
first year men hope their team will provide. First, it is good to
favorite to win a conference
have a winner, especially an odds-ochampionship. Second, and this is more fun, it is desirable to have
a dark horse or Cinderella team. Before the start of this season, I
thought that Wooster had a chance to fit into this slot. However, the
odds were against me and the Scot squad and coaches as the injury
lettermen replague sidelined gndder after gridder. (Twenty-thre- e
ported to early practices. At last count, three of these were sidelined
for the year, two were out indefinitely and seven more went through
restricted drills this week because of various injuries.)
DEPARTMENT OF AGATE TYPE GRIPE: I wish injured
gridders would be attended to more quickly. To my way of thinking,
there are too many times when an injured player goes unnoticed
;
either completely or f or too long a time.
The third thing a publicist likes to see is the unexpected upset
when the small unheralded football squad topples a gridiron giant.
Or try this for size: when a small, Presbyterian, liberal arts college
steam roller of a football team
knocks off an undefeated, well-oilefrom the big city. Unfortunately, during my year at the sports pubfavorite for any
licity desk I did not have to cover the odds-oI
about the dark
As
have
written
not
it turned out,
championship.
horse group either.
That leaves one chance.
Wooster sports enthusiasts know that it will take a superhuman
effort to pull off an upset tomorrow. Needless to say, the football
players know it. Still, it has happened before and there is no reason
why it shouldn't happen again.
DEPARTMENT OF ITALIC TYPE: The tip of the Toedtman hat
goes this week to Professors Molstadt, Valencia and Schreiber, and
at last
Deans Young and Bricker for their enjoyable pepper-uppe- r
Friday's pep rally.
NOTICE TO THE COLLEGE ADMINISTRATION: Only once
effort last Saturday has a Wooster
before Guy DiCicco's
field
gridder wearing jersey number 23 tried a
goal and watched it hit the goal post before bouncing back onto the
playing field. That person was Dean of Men Ralph Young in 1928.
His attempt hit an upright, bounced to the left of the post and Wooster and Oberlin tied on a muddy day,
TOEDTMAN'S TAPS: Another good week boosted my record
This is my week to be alone. WOOSTER over Akron. I
to
At the same time I
will be the only picker to pick the upset, if
am the only picker who will lose this guess. WITTENBERG over Capital in the big OC game of the week. ALABAMA over Tennessee in the
TV game. PENN STATE over Syracuse as the Keystoners rebound.
OBERLIN over Ohio Wesleyan. I have a hunch. Others: PURDUE
over Michigan, MIAMI (0.) over Ohio U; OHIO STATE over
Northwestern, DENISON over Mt. Union, MICHIGAN STATE over
Notre Dame, CARDINALS over the Browns, and SEWANEE over
Randolph Macon.
n
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n

ill-fate-
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game-decidin-
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Last Friday in the most exciting game of the season before
an electrified crowd, the powerful
s
from Seventh lost their
first game in five seasons breaking:
their string of consecutive victories
at 38. The Delts ran up an early
12-lead on Jim Meissner to Reggie Minton and Dave Rees passes,
scoring the first two times they had
the ball. Just before half time
Seventh countered for six on a
Mike Smathers to Art Herriott
aerial.

Tri-Kap-

0

Score Deadlocked
In the second half Fifth once
again struck early on a Meissner
to Ron Cinninger combination.
Rough and rugged lineplay stole

Wynn, Davis and Herriot.
Earlier in the week Fifth drubbed a lifeless Westscott team in
the Stadium 26-with Meissner
hitting for four touchdown
0

passes.

Westscott could muster little offensive power in losing to Eighth
12-and Second 18-Fourth repulsed First 18-- as
John Mayfield tossed three touchdown bullets. Later in the week
Fourth was downed by Seventh
30-as Smathers threw three TD
lobs.
Griffis Fires 7
Douglass quarterback Roger
Griffis put on a one man show,
firing seven touchdown passes as
he engineered the Douglass eight
to a 42-- shellacking of First. In
a real squeaker last Friday, Third
edged a strong Douglass team 13-1- 2
as Griffis hit for two more TD's.
In a tight game Tuesday,
Seventh emerged the victor over
Third 14-1in an extra inning
stadium affair. Returning to the
lineup was John Ferry who scored
all the points for Third.
League scoring leader Ray Leinbach provided the margin of victory for Seventh when he caught
Third's Al Harley for a safety.
In the week's only other action
a meaty and hard charging Sixth
line submerged a hapless Second
6

6.

6

0

the spotlight until Seventh struck
quickly for two touchdowns as
Smathers found Dick Wynn and
Ray Leinbach alone in .the end
zone to knot the score' at 18-1With three minutes left, Fifth
took the kickoff and and once
again began to march. After several incomplete attempts, Meissner faded back to pass. As Rees
cut toward the sideline, Meissner
faked and threw to Minton cutting
down the middle, who made a
sensational catch mid Herriott and
George Davis to win the game.
'Mint' and 'Mo' Shine
Outstanding performers offensively for Fifth were Minton and
Meissner and for Seventh Dick offense
8.

0

2

14-0-

to give Wooster the lead with only
one minute gone. The aggressive
play by the offensive line scored
again in the first period on another
Less shot with Harry Rosser getting the assist.

by Oberholtzer.
Timkulu passed to Rosser for
the final score of the afternoon
as the proud Scots emerged victorious for the first time in four
--

games.

In the nets Oberholtzer stopped
21 of 23 shots on the day while
the Purple Raider goalie had his
hands full repulsing 35 of 40 shots.
Coach Gary Barrette previewed

Midway in the second quarter
his team's chance against Oberlin
Bill Kerr led Lance Rebello with

by saying "If the defense ima perfect pass and the African's
the Yeomen may be in for
shot once again beat the Purple proves,
a surprise."
Raider goalie.
Scot soccermen tangled with the
rugged Oberlin Yeomen in a game
Scorers Roll
at Oberlin today.
ScoSi. kickers got their offensive
Action was rough on the Wagoscoring punch rolling early in the t
field when a tough Hiram
ner
second half on a Rebello to Tim-kul- u
Terrier eleven squeaked out a 0
score, but only after Purple
victory on Wednesday, Oct. 10,
Raider standout, center forward
the winless Wooster hooters.
over
Joe Mori en scored with only 30
With both teams playing an agseconds gone in the second half.
gressive and defensively loose
Mt. Union tallied once again in game around the midfield markers,
the third frame when John Watson the play tightened up near the
broke loose and fired the sphere goal boxes.
1--
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Dacron
Drip Dry
&
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Pastels

$4.95
MONOGRAMMED

$7.95
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Zips Represent Toughest Vooster Foe

Sc&ti

.

Beulah Bechtel Shop

.

.

W

"Render unto
Caesar the
things that
are Caesar's"

Saturday the Scots take on the Zips and regain possession of
Cowbell Trophy which has
the toughest team bar none the
in the Ohio Conference. And
to make it worse, the Akron
Zips will be playing before a
homecoming crowd in the Akron
Rubber Bowl.
Reversed in their own Homecom- ng last weekend by powerful
the Scots would like
enison, 9-.
.i same
.i
.i
more man
to punit me
noming
trick in reverse on the Zips. Woosin the series.
ter stands
The Scots will also be out to
loss to
revenge last season's 31-7,

24-15--

3

8

4-20-

-1

TBI 'ZIPS

As Scots Head For Akron Rubber Bowl
been the victory symbol between
the two teams since 1924.
Leading the way is a crack offensive backfield which includes
o
fullback George Deo
Conference last year and already
the loop's leading ground-gaineVersatile Joe Mackey is the
quarterback, with fleet Joe Richardson and Darrington Seals at
the halfbacks.
Wooster will enter the game with
record, eighth in the OC
a
and a decided underdog.
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EXPERIMENTAL ADVERTISING

"But I
always save
the Top 10

i
I

A

at

1st

Federal!"

-

all-Ohi-

r.

1-2-

Wayne County Pooft Store
220 East Liberty Street
Wooster, Ohio
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Buy Your Daily

Sweaters on the Scene
come and take a
look at Brenner's

superb selection of
cardigan style or

and Sunday New York Times

at Your Student Senate Honor
Daily .10

Rack

Sunday .50

Support Your College Book Store
and Buy Your Weekly Magazines There.
TIME, LIFE, POST, LOOK,

(FOUNDED

U. S. NEWS, etc.

We Carry the Largest Selection of Paperback Books
in Wayne Co. On Our Walls there Are 4,000 Titles

IN MCMV A.D.)

WHY NOT START RENDERING YOUR
FUNDS: BOIL OFF 10

slipover model

AND SAVE

AT

IT

sweaters for fall.
Sweaters are "just
right" dress for
classroom or

casual wear.

We Have Prompt and Efficient Delivery Service
for Most of Your Favorite Daily and Sunday

AMD LOAN

ASSOCIATION OF WOOSTER

AND

Newspapers at No Increase in Price.

Call AN

3-18-

This
This

86

LWiJ

troosTM'Oim

Check on

$8.95 - $13.95

1

--
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ad
ad

or' mora, sign your nam

on

1812

ROAD

CLEVELAND

back, mail to First Fodoral:

This ad is too busy.
This train is too too.

is too small.
is too big.
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Premier &ro?.
Lower the Cost of Dressing Well
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TRAVEL AGENCV
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LP

CiiLH, D.O.ESHElILL!

By LAND
HOTELS

SEA

RESORTS

200 West Liberty Street

AIR

TOURS

CRUISES

Domestic and Foreign
Phones
3-40-

70

3-40-
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Ptga Four

dub Pledges Porfldpofle
New members of Girls' Clubs
will participate in pledging activities next Wednesday through Friday. The pledges will perform on
the quad during chapel on Friday
and conclude with a program of
skits in the gym at 4:00.
The following sophomores and
transfer students have pledged to
a girls' club:- -

Mc-Elhinn-

y,

Of 'Genesis Flood"
letfures On Campus This Week
ior

"Why I Believe the Bible to Be
the Infallible Word of God" and
"Christianity vs. Modern Religious
Thought" will be the topics of the
two lectures this weekend by Dr.
John C. Whitcomb, Jr.

ian and Reformed Publishing Co.,
1961).
Whitcombs collaborator on The
Genesis Flood, Dr. Henry M. Morris, is Professor of Hydraulic Engineering and Chairman of the DeThe first of these unusual topics partment of Civil Engineering at
will be presented in the lecture the Virginia Polytechnic Institute.
room of the Andrews Library at
7:45 p.m. tomorrow, and the secTIME SLIPS DUE
ond will be in Lower Galpin at
Student Time Slips are due
2:00 Sunday afternoon.
toDr. Whitcomb, who spoke this at the Treasurer's Office by
morning in chapel on "The Need morrow. Slips must be apfor Authority," is Professor of Old proved by the person for
whom the work was done.
Testament at Grace Theological
Checks can be picked up at
Seminary, Winona Lake, Indiana.
the Treasurer's Office by OctoHis undergraduate education ber 31.
was completed at Princeton University where, after a two-yedelay while in military service, he
In addition to his lectures and
received the A.B. degree, cum discussions today, Saturday night
laude, in 1948. He earned the and Sunday afternoon, Dr. Whit-comB.D., Th.M. and Th.D. degrees in
will participate in first, sec1951, 1953 and 1957 respectively, ond, fourth and fifth hour Old
all at Grace Seminary.
Testament classes on Monday, and
Dr. Whitcomb is the author of will conclude his visit on campus
many articles and books. He is with a "Stump the Doc!" session
the
e
of a new
in Babcock Lounge at 4:15 Monbook called The Genesis Flood: day afternoon.
The Biblical Record and Its ScienDr. Whitcomb is sponsored by
tific Implications (The Presbyter the Wooster Christian Fellowship.

Engraving

245 E. Liberty St.
Phone AN

2-67-

MONDAY

TUESDAY

"I THANK A FOOL"
ON DISPLAY AND FOR SALE:
FIRST

HAND REPORT
by

SHERMAN ADAMS

at

Wooster, Ohio

Contact Our Agents:

81

HOLDEN

HALL
SUSAN HERSHEY
SUSAN NICHOLS
MISKEY APPLEGATE

FRENCH HOUSE
NORA SPIELMAN

BABCOCK
SANDRA GOURLEY

COMPTON
MERRY LOMAS

YOU'LL
GET A

WAGNER
DIANA MOSESON

Cooper

Martinizing

One-Ho- ur

The "Most" in Dry Cleaning

b

SAME DAY DRY CLEANING

Ol

WELCOME

518-pag-

'

For Information Contact Our Agents on Campus

r
...when you open a

o o

SUNDAY

FOR THE BEST IN CLEANING
FOR SAME DAY SERVICE

JEWELRY

ar

co-auth- or

"5

The College Book Store

jJcuxel&U

Repairing

.

and
WEEKS IN A BALLOON"

Spillner, Linda Stump, LeAnne Tefft,
Craig Bare, Judy Gesell, Beth Scotland,
Phyl Worthington, Melanie Wies, Judy
Weiss, Betsy Taggart, Karen Angel,
Georgia Rollason, Sabra Upton.

DIAMONDS

WATCHES

SATURDAY

"300 SPARTANS"

Marilyn Amstute, Marge Allen, Cynthia Coon, Sally Mann, Ruth England,
Holly Frost, Don Hale, Mary Frances
Hodges, Nancy Hunt, Marien McCain,
Diana Moseson, Betty Odell, Jean Patterson, Joellvn Price, Mary Kay Prit-tie- ,
Lill Richeson, Jean Smith, Nancy

Rei-me- r,

and

FRIDAY

Pyramids

t,

Btoum

Change in Wooster Theatre Schedule

NOTICE

Sally Mumma, Nancy Organ, Judy
Young, Edna Mayer, Nancy Teagarden,
Ginny Harrison, Kay Drabenstott, Carol
Fuller, Sara Hoffman, Mimi Huelsen-beck- ,
Elinor Thomson, Connie Durfee,
Marcy Kerr, Janie McGarr, Nancy Roha.

ey,

Zim-merma- n,

Friday, October 19, 1962

Mikife

Wests

In nig

Debbie Evans, Carole Frahme, Mary Gretchen Meister, Paula Wolff, Nancy
Beth Grove. Betty Heimann, Gail Hoo- Workman, Sandy Jacoby.
ver, Laurel Kaji, Marilyn Kimball, Betty
Sphinx
Limkemann, Judy McBumey, Ruth
Betsy Byers, Posey Cadigan, Jennifer
Margie Steel, Cheryl Towne.
Dodds, Judy Edick, Vicki Fisher, Ann
Hardy, Marty Home, Jeanne Howe, DebKex
bie Knorr, Joan Milanovich, Dotty Mor-leSue Adams, Barb Bate, Betsy Bedient,
Tinka Posell, Becky Drysdale, Joan
Pat Bloom, Gail Boswell, Bunny Byers, Duncan, Judy Koestner, Barb Kurz,
Arlene Dingilian, Anne Grigsby, Barb Betsy Marshall, Nancy Riddle, Jane
Hill, Margie Howe, Alex Keith, Ann Smith, Nancy Stowe, Nina Thomas,
Ellen Kunkel, Carol Magill, Amy Mears, Tuckie Thomas, Linda Johnson; Sue
Peg Osborne, Connie Poranski, Marty Larson, Linda "Ronald, Weezie McCal-monEkos
Smith, Frankie Stafford, Nancy Winder,
Mary Jo Weaver.
Joan Outer, Maria Ekberg, Jan
Freeman, Syd Johnson, Jeannee May, Sally Irvin.
Trumps
Peanuts
Karen Morris, Kathy Ranck, Dianne
Jan Briner, Carolyn Hulst, Barb
Rhea, Rita Romano, Nancy Rose, Linda
Toni Bayley, Jeannie Bolds, Marty Marsh, Mary Ann Trenchard, Bobby
Sherman, Beth Trenchard, Nancy Van Eshehnan, Nancy Jenkins, Marcia King, Bentz, Jan Jones, Rachel Weber, Karen
Scoy, Barb Cox, Marlene Ewald, Mady Miller, Anne Rich, Barbie
Kosis, Karen DePew, Barb Marras,
Sharon Smith, Sue Urich, Emily Swope,
Sara Rob&haw, Ann Rudge, Anne
Sandy Scott, Pat Kowaluk, Candy Post. Scott, Vicki Siegel, Merrily Siepert, Susy
Imps
Spaulding, Barb Uhle, Nancy Waite,
Carolyn Andrews, Judy Barry, Sabra Cindi Weintz, Anne Whitacre, Sue
Cantrell, Libby Crabtree, Sue David,
Susie Daub, Joan Harring,

Co-Aufl-

VOICE

WOOSTER

low-co- st

oX
PERSONAL CHECKING ACCOUNT

Available in this area ony at

Freedlander's
Young Modern's Shop

WAYNE COUNTY NATIONAL DANK
Cleveland-Bea-

Office

ll

Opposite Hospital

POSTER PAPER
POSTER BOARD

Amster Shoes

CARDBOARD

... the

MARKERS
CREPE

PAPER

TEMPERA COLORS

finest in CAMPUS fashions

... and

Your every need in Fine Footwear

Have you
met trie
Contessa?

in excellent

assortment from the finest shoemakers in the world

. . .

Choose from

:litipiiipillif

City Booh Store
on the square

Knit Your

Christmas.Gifts

Start

Aristocrat of casual
comfort in the
important blazer look.

Now!

TOWN & COUNTRY

FLORSHEIM

TROYLING

WEYENBERG

RED CROSS

BATES

ARPEGGIOS

ROBLEE

SANDLER

BRISTOL

OF BOSTON

'

'a--'

'

-

1 FUTURISTIC CONTESSA

,

PANT

;piiciiiiiiif

100 Wool. Fully lined.
No outseam.
Hi-Ri-

Continuous Band. 2 Pockets.
Zipper in Pocket.

Camel,Red,Blue,Green, Wnite,Black.

TWEEDIES

U.S.

FIANCEES

DANIEL GREEN

Sizes:

ADORES

GOLO

'

RISQUE

SPALDING

. .

.

KEDS

HOUSE OF RHODES

SSSsvJ'

to

34.99

5,

6-2-

0

$795

Man-tailore-

And in Your Sizel

7.99
.

5-1-

BLAZER JACKET
d
100 Wool.
Red,
Camel,
for perfect fit
Blue, Green, Wnite, Black.

Size.:
Use Your Automatic
Charge Account

se

Sportswear Dept.

5-1-

5,

6-1-

8

$1495

Second Floor

105 West Pine St.

Just a Step Off Campus.

U.S. Keds

Alaskans Boots

Good Merchandise Our Business and Pleasure Since 1879

